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W
V ðaÞdlðV Þ for some probability measure l on W. Our
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(i) every ½0; 1-valued logic with ﬁnitely many truth-values, (ii) every logic whose conjunction is a con-
tinuous t-norm, and whose negation is :x ¼ 1 x, possibly also equipped with its t-conorm and with
some continuous implication, (iii) any extension of Łukasiewicz logic with constants or with a prod-
uct-like connective. We also extend de Finetti’s criterion to the noncommutative underlying logic of
GMV-algebras.
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Two players Ada (the bookmaker) and Blaise (the bettor) wager money on the possible
occurrence of ‘‘events’’ e1; . . . ; en. Ada sets a ‘‘betting odd’’ bðeiÞ 2 ½0; 1 for each event ei.
Then Blaise chooses a ‘‘stake’’ ri 2 R. Assuming ri P 0, Blaise pays Ada ribðeiÞ, and will
receive riV ðeiÞ from her in the ‘‘possible world’’ V, where the ‘‘truth-value’’ V ðeiÞ 2 ½0; 1
of all events ei will be revealed.
While real bookmakers never accept reverse bets, Ada also accepts Blaise’s negative
stakes ri, to the eﬀect that she must pay Blaise jrijbðeiÞ, to receive from him jrijV ðeiÞ in
the possible world V. No matter the signs of the stakes ri, the total balance of Ada’s
‘‘book’’ fhei; bðeiÞiji ¼ 1; . . . ; ng is given by
Pn
i¼1riðbðeiÞ  V ðeiÞÞ; where money transfers
are oriented so that ‘‘positive’’ means ‘‘Blaise-to-Ada’’.
As a matter of practical necessity, once the set W  ½0; 1fe1;...;eng of possible worlds is
agreed upon, Ada’s book should be coherent in the following sense: Blaise cannot choose
stakes r1; . . . ; rn ensuring him to win money in every V 2W. Accordingly, a map
b : fe1; . . . ; eng ! ½0; 1 is said to satisfy de Finetti’s (no-Dutch-Book) coherence criterion
iﬀ for all r1; . . . ; rn 2 R there is V 2W such that
Pn
i¼1riðbðeiÞ  V ðeiÞÞP 0.
For the case when the events e1; . . . ; en belong to a boolean algebra A, and
W ¼ homðA; f0; 1gÞ, de Finetti showed in [3, pp. 311–312, 4, pp. 85–90] that coherence
is necessary and suﬃcient for the existence of a probability measure l on A such that
lðeiÞ ¼ bðeiÞ for all i. In this way he derived Kolmogorov axioms without assuming that
the set of events is closed under any speciﬁc operation.
The applicability of de Finetti’s criterion to nontarskian semantics is explored, e.g., in
[9] for ﬁnite-valued Łukasiewicz logics, in [19] for various modal logics, and in [18] for inﬁ-
nite-valued Łukasiewicz logic. Answering a general problem posed by Paris in [19], in The-
orem 4.2 we shall establish a very general equivalence between ‘‘Borel probability
measures’’ on spacesW of ‘‘possible worlds’’ on the one hand, and ‘‘coherent betting sys-
tems over W’’, on the other hand. See 2.1 and 4.1 for precise deﬁnitions. Corollary 4.3
then allows us to extend de Finetti’s equivalence theorem to various logics existing in
the literature, including
(1) every continuous t-norm logic with negation :x ¼ 1 x, t-conorm and a continuous
implication, such as Kleene–Dienes, or Reichenbach implication [13, 11.1];
(2) every extension of Łukasiewicz logic with constants, [12, 3.3], and/or with product,
notably PMV+ logic [15,16];
(3) every logic with ﬁnitely many truth-values contained in the unit real interval, [7, Sec-
tion 4], [1], notably ﬁnite-valued Go¨del logics [11, Chapter 10].
In Theorem 5.2 de Finetti’s equivalence theorem is further extended to the underlying
noncommutative logic of GMV-algebras [20,8].
Throughout we use a terse algebraic language, because it greatly simpliﬁes the argu-
ments: compare the long syntactic proof in [18] of de Finetti’s theorem for Łukasiewicz
logic, with the proof given here in Theorem 3.2. We trust the reader will understand that
we are not doing mathematics only for the sake of it, and that our generalization of de
Finetti’s characterization of probability measures has to do with rational reasoning and
beliefs in nontarskian worlds, with their ½0; 1-valued events and their logics L.
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intelligent systems based on any such logic L, shall critically depend on the inferential
machinery of L. But for the very general and preliminary analysis of this paper, dealing
with the extension of de Finetti’s equivalence theorem, we only need the continuity of
the connectives of L. Continuity yields a rich Borel-de Finetti theory of ‘‘coherent
probabilistic reasoning over L’’, in analogy with the boolean case. Theorem 4.6, Proposi-
tion 4.5, and Example 4.8 may give an idea of the sort of problems one may encounter
when trying to extend de Finetti’s theorem to ½0; 1-valued logics with discontinuous
connectives.
2. Coherence and de Finetti maps
Throughout this paper we will use the following notation: given a nonempty set A,
½0; 1A is the set of all functions V : A! ½0; 1 endowed with the product topology. For
X  ½0; 1A, convX and clX denote the convex hull of X and the closure of X, respectively.
Finally, ifK is a convex subset of ½0; 1A then oK stands for the set of all extremal points
of K.
Once A is equipped with a ﬁxed set W  ½0; 1A of possible worlds (also called valua-
tions), we have the most general deﬁnition of de Finetti’s criterion:
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let A0 ¼ fa1; . . . ; ang be a ﬁnite subset of A. Then a map b : A0 ! ½0; 1 is
said to be coherent over A0 if
for all r1; . . . ; rn 2 R there is V 2W such that
Xn
i¼1
riðbðaiÞ  V ðaiÞÞP 0: ð1Þ
By a de Finetti map on A we mean a function b : A! ½0; 1 which is coherent over every
ﬁnite subset of A. We denote by FW the set of all de Finetti maps on A.Lemma 2.2. convW FW:Proof. Let b ¼Pqt¼1ktW t 2 convW, where 0 6 kt 6 1 8t ¼ 1; . . . ; q and Pqt¼1kt ¼ 1.
Suppose b 62FW (absurdum hypothesis). Thus there are elements a1; . . . ; an 2 A and real
numbers r1; . . . ; rn such that
Pn
j¼1rjbðajÞ <
Pn
j¼1rjV ðajÞ for all V 2W, whence in partic-
ular, for each t ¼ 1; . . . ; q, we have Pnj¼1rjbðajÞ <Pnj¼1rjW tðajÞ. Thus, Pkj¼1rjbðajÞ <Pq
t¼1kt
Pk
j¼1rjW tðajÞ; and hence,
Pk
j¼1rj
Pq
t¼1ktW tðajÞ <
Pq
t¼1kt
Pk
j¼1rjW tðajÞ; a
contradiction. h
For each A0 ¼ fa1; . . . ; akg  A we deﬁneWA0 ¼ fðV ða1Þ; . . . ; V ðakÞÞ 2 ½0; 1kjV 2Wg.
Via the identiﬁcation
WA0 ¼ fx 2 ½0; 1kj9V 2W such that x ¼ ðV ða1Þ; . . . ; V ðakÞÞg; ð2Þ
WA0 inherits the usual topology of the k-cube ½0; 1k.
Theorem 2.3. Let A 6¼ ; be a set andW  ½0; 1A. IfW is closed then FW ¼ clconvW.
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b 2 ðcl convWÞ nFW. There are elements a1; . . . ; ak and real numbers r1; . . . ; rk such thatP
iribðaiÞ <
P
iriV ðaiÞ for all V 2W. Let us identifyWfa1; . . . ; akg with a set of points
in the k-cube, via (2) above. SinceW is closed, then so isWfa1; . . . ; akg; the continuity of
addition and multiplication yields V 2W satisfying the identityX
i
riV ðaiÞ ¼ min
V 2W
X
i
riV ðaiÞ:
For some g > 0 we have g ¼PiriV ðaiÞ PiribðaiÞ. From our hypothesis that b belongs
to the closure of convW we get
8 > 09c 2 convW such that jbðaiÞ  cðaiÞj <  8i ¼ 1; . . . ; k: ð3Þ
It follows that, for all suﬃciently small  > 0, there exists c 2 convW such thatX
i
ricðaiÞ < g=2þ
X
i
ribðaiÞ <
X
i
riV ðaiÞ 6
X
i
riV ðaiÞ 8V 2W;
which shows that c is not coherent over fa1; . . . ; akg whence c 62FW, contradicting
Lemma 2.2.
We now prove the converse inclusionFW  cl convW. Let b 2FW. We ﬁrst settle the
following
Claim. For all A0 ¼ fa1; . . . ; ang  A there exists c 2 convW such that bðaiÞ ¼ cðaiÞ for all
i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.
Let WA0 ¼ fv 2 ½0; 1njv ¼ ðV ða1Þ; . . . ; V ðanÞÞ for some V 2Wg. Since W is closed,
WA0 is a compact subset of the cube ½0; 1n, whence so is its convex hull convWA0 in
½0; 1n. Let b ¼ ðbða1Þ; . . . ; bðanÞÞ 2 ½0; 1n, and suppose that there is no c 2 convW such
that b ¼ c over A0. Then there exists an aﬃne hyperplane H ¼ fxjp  x ¼ ag, where
p 2 Rn and a 2 R, strongly separating b from convWA0. In other words, p  b < a, while
p  v > a for all v 2WA0. Therefore p  ðb vÞ ¼ p  b p  v < 0 for each v 2WA0.
Equivalently, letting p ¼ ðr1; . . . ; rnÞ, we have
Pn
i¼1riðbðaiÞ  V ðaiÞÞ < 0 for every valua-
tion V 2W, which contradicts the assumption that b is coherent over A0. The claim is
settled.
Letting now B be an arbitrary ﬁnite subset of A, we deﬁne CB ¼
fc 2 cl convWjc ¼ b over Bg. By our claim, at least one element of convW  cl convW
belongs to CB. Thus the set CB is a nonempty closed subset of cl convW  ½0; 1A. From
the identity CB1 \    \ CBm ¼ CB1[[Bm , it follows that the family fCBjB a finite subset of
Ag has the ﬁnite intersection property, and hence there exists c2 clconvW belonging to
the intersection of all CB’s. We conclude that c¼ b and b2 clconvW, as required to com-
plete the proof. h
Theorem 2 and Corollary 4 in [19] are special cases of the following
Proposition 2.4. Let A be a set andW a closed subset of ½0; 1A. Let A0 ¼ fa1; . . . ; ang  A
and b : A0 ! ½0; 1. Then b is coherent over A0 iff it coincides with the restriction to A0 of a
convex combination of at most n + 1 valuations. Thus W 2FW iff for each
B0 ¼ fb1; . . . ; bmg  A, W B0 is a convex combination of the restrictions to B0 of at most
m + 1 valuations.
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cides with the restriction to A0 of a convex combination of valuations. Since by hypothesis
W is closed, then WA0 is a closed subset of ½0; 1n; and so is the set conv ðWA0Þ ¼
ðconvWÞA0. By way of contradiction, if b 62 ðconvWÞA0 then the same separation argu-
ment in the proof of Theorem 2.3 shows that b is not coherent over A0, which is impossible.
The desired conclusion now follows from an application of Carathe´odory lemma
[6, 2.3]. hRemark 2.5. Direct inspection shows that the conclusions of Theorem 2.3 and Proposition
2.4 hold unchanged if the assumption thatW is closed is replaced by the weaker assump-
tion that for each fa1; . . . ; akg  A,Wfa1; . . . ; akg is a closed subset of the k-cube.3. De Finetti theorem in Łukasiewicz logic: short proofs
For later use we record here the following
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a set together with a closed setW  ½0; 1A, and a closed convex
set S  ½0; 1A. SupposeW S and oS W. We then have
(i) S ¼FW:
(ii) Let A0 ¼ fa1; . . . ; ang be a subset of A, and b : A0 ! ½0; 1 a map. Then b is coherent
over A0 iff b is extendible to some element of S iff b is extendible to a convex combi-
nation of at most n + 1 elements ofW.Proof
(i) Our hypotheses, together with the Krein–Milman theorem, yield
S ¼ cl convoS  cl convW  cl convS ¼ S:
Thus by Theorem 2.3, FW ¼ cl convW ¼ S.(ii) Let s 2S be such that b ¼ sA0. By (i), s is an element ofFW, whence in particular it
is coherent over A0. By Proposition 2.4, b coincides with the restriction to A0 of a con-
vex combination
P
kiV i of at most n + 1 elements ofW. SinceW  S andS forms
a convex set, then
P
kiV i belongs to S. The remaining implications are trivial. h
We denote by ½0; 1 ¼ ð½0; 1; 0;:;Þ the standard MV-algebra, where :x ¼ 1 x and
x y ¼ minð1; xþ yÞ; along with the derived operation x y ¼ maxð0; xþ y  1Þ. As is
well known [2], MV-algebras are the algebras in the equational class generated by ½0; 1,
and they are also the algebras of inﬁnite-valued Łukasiewicz logic. Following [17], for
any MV-algebra A the set S of states of A is deﬁned by
S ¼ fs 2 ½0; 1Ajsð1Þ ¼ 1 and sða bÞ ¼ sðaÞ þ sðbÞ whenever a b ¼ 0g:
Note that s 2 S) sð0Þ ¼ 0. We then have
Theorem 3.2. For A an MV-algebra, letW ¼ homðA; ½0; 1Þ. ThenFW ¼ S. Further, given
an n-element set A0  A, and a map b : A0 ! ½0; 1, it follows that b is coherent over A0 iff it is
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elements ofW.Proof. In [17, 2.5] it is proved that oS ¼W. Since valuations are the same as homomor-
phisms into ½0; 1 and the MV-algebraic operations of the standard MV-algebra ½0; 1 are
continuous, then W is a closed subset of the Tychonoﬀ cube ½0; 1A. Direct inspection
shows thatW S. Now apply Proposition 3.1. h
Theorem 3.2 was ﬁrst proved in [18], but the proof given here is simpler, and lends itself
well to a noncommutative generalization (Theorem 5.2 below). As is well known, boolean
algebras are the same as MV-algebras satisfying x x ¼ x, and for every boolean algebra
B, homðB; ½0; 1Þ ¼ homðB; f0; 1gÞ (see [2, 1.5] for details). Then, as a special case of the
above theorem we get de Finetti’s celebrated identity [3,4] between Kolmogorov probabil-
ity measures and maps satisfying the no-Dutch-Book coherence criterion.
4. Borel probability measures and de Finetti maps
As a prerequisite for further extensions of de Finetti theorem, in this section we will
introduce a suitably general notion of ‘‘state’’. Fix a set A, whose elements are called
‘‘events’’, together with a closed subset W of the Tychonoﬀ cube ½0; 1A. Say that each
V 2W is a ‘‘possible world’’. Following [10] let us denote by Mþ1 the set of probability
measures on W; i.e., those nonnegative regular Borel measures l over W such that
lðWÞ ¼ 1. Every element a 2 A determines a function fa :W! ½0; 1 by the stipulation
faðV Þ ¼ V ðaÞ; 8V 2W: ð4Þ
The continuity of all projection functions in product topological spaces amounts to saying
that each fa is continuous.
Deﬁnition 4.1. A map s : A! ½0; 1 is a Borel state (ofW) if there is a probability measure
l onW such that, for each a 2 A,
sðaÞ ¼
Z
W
faðV ÞdlðV Þ: ð5Þ
Let BW denote the set of Borel states ofW.Theorem 4.2. For any set A 6¼ ; and closed setW  ½0; 1A we haveW  BW, oBW W
and hence, FW ¼ BW.Proof. Say that events a0; a00 2 A are equivalent, in symbols a0 	 a00; if fa0 ¼ fa00 . Identify the
set A= 	 of equivalence classes with the set ~A ¼ ffaja 2 Ag. Let the map  send each
V 2W to V : ~A! ½0; 1 via the stipulation V ðfaÞ ¼ V ðaÞ; 8a 2 A. Then the map V 7!V is
a homeomorphism ofW onto a closed subsetW of the Tychonoﬀ cube ½0; 1~A. It is no loss
of generality to identifyW andW.
In the light of the Riesz representation theorem, we shall also identify the set MðWÞ of
all ﬁnite signed regular Borel measures onW with the dual of the real Banach space C of
continuous real-valued functions overW, by setting
lðf Þ ¼
Z
W
f dl ð6Þ
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 with the weak* topology,
where a net fpag in C
 converges to an element p iff paðf Þ ! pðf Þ for all f 2 C. Let
Mþ1  C
 be the set of probability measures onW. As proved in [10, 5.22], Mþ1 is a com-
pact convex subset of the locally convex Hausdorff space C
. Let C denote the underly-
ing abelian lattice-ordered group of C with the distinguished order-unit given by the
constant function 1. Let SðCÞ be the set of states of C, i.e., the unit-preserving monotone
group homomorphisms s : C ! R. By [10, 6.8], the compact convex set SðCÞ  RC can
be identiﬁed with Mþ1 via formula (6). Further, oSðCÞ coincides with the set of lattice
homomorphisms [10, 5.24, 12.18], i.e., those states that also preserve the lattice structure
of C.
We now observe that s is a member of BW if and only if s is extendible to some
~s 2SðCÞ; in symbols,
BW ¼ SðCÞA: ð7Þ
Indeed, if s 2 BW then, by deﬁnition, there is a probability measure l 2 Mþ1 such that (5)
holds for s and l. Identifying Mþ1 with SðCÞ via (6), s is the restriction to ffaja 2 Ag of l.
Conversely, for every probability measure l on W (=state of SðCÞ), its restriction to
ffaja 2 Ag gives a Borel state from BW. This settles (7).
Since the restriction map to A is linear and continuous and SðCÞ is closed, it follows
that BW is a compact convex subset of ½0; 1A. For each V 2W, let V 2 Mþ1 be the point
mass at V: in other words, V assigns 1 to every Borel subset ofW containing V, and 0 to
the other Borel subsets. Then V yields a state sV 2 oSðCÞ such that V ¼ sV A. Since V is
extendible to sV and for each a 2 A we have V ðaÞ ¼ faðV Þ ¼ sV ðfaÞ; thenW  BW.
In order to prove oBW W, for any e 2 oBW let Ee SðCÞ be deﬁned by
Ee ¼ ft 2SðCÞje ¼ tAg. Since e is extendible to some state of SðCÞ, and restriction
maps are linear and continuous, the set Ee is convex, closed and nonempty. Every e0 2 oEe
necessarily belongs to oSðCÞ, for otherwise e would not be extremal in BW. Thus e is the
restriction to A of some e0 2SðCÞ. There is V 2W such that eðfaÞ ¼ faðV Þ ¼ V ðaÞ,
whence the desired conclusion e 2W follows from our identiﬁcation a ¼ fa.
Since all the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 hold, we conclude that BW ¼FW. h
We are now in a position to show that, under very general assumptions, de Finetti maps
coincide with Borel states:Corollary 4.3. Equip the unit interval ½0; 1 with a set X of continuous operations, denote by
½0; 1X the algebra thus obtained, and let HSP ð½0; 1XÞ be the equational class generated by
½0; 1X. For each algebra A 2 HSP ð½0; 1XÞ let W ¼ homðA; ½0; 1XÞ. Then BW ¼FW.
Further, for all A0 ¼ fa1; . . . ; ang  A, a map b : A0 ! ½0; 1 is coherent over A0 iff b is
extendible to a Borel state iff b is extendible to a convex combination of at most n + 1
elements ofW.Proof. W is closed as an immediate consequence of the assumed continuity of the oper-
ations of ½0; 1X. Now use Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 3.1 to conclude the proof. hRemark 4.4. Using Corollary 4.3 we can extend de Finetti’s no-Dutch-Book criterion to
various classes of (propositional) ½0; 1-valued logics existing in the literature, including:
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:x ¼ 1 x, t-conorm x y ¼ :ð:x :yÞ, possibly also equipped with a continuous
implication, such as Kleene–Dienes, or Reichenbach implication, [13, 11.1].
(ii) Every extension of Łukasiewicz logic with (rational) constants, [12, 3.3], and/or with
product, e.g., PMV+ logic, [15,16].
(iii) Every logic L with a ﬁnite set U  ½0; 1 of truth-values, and an arbitrary set X of
connectives: Indeed, letting UX be the resulting algebra, A an algebra in the equa-
tional class generated by UX, andW ¼ homðA;UXÞ, it follows that A andW satisfy
the same conclusions of Corollary 4.3. Such ﬁnite-valued logics L are considered,
e.g., in [7, Section 4] and [1]. A particularly well known example is given by ﬁnite-
valued Go¨del logics [11, Chapter 10].
In the following example we examine the situation, frequently found in the literature,
when a logic-algebraic structure is equipped with ‘‘states’’ which are more general than
Borel states:
Proposition 4.5. Let G ¼ ðf0; 1=2; 1g; 0;_;^;!Þ where a _ b ¼ maxða; bÞ,
a ^ b ¼ minða; bÞ, and a! b ¼ 1 if a 6 b, and a! b ¼ b otherwise. For A 2 HSP ðGÞ a
chain with at least 3 elements letW ¼ homðA;GÞ, and define the set S of states of A by
S ¼ fr : A! ½0; 1jrð1Þ ¼ 1 and rða _ bÞ ¼ rðaÞ þ rðbÞ whenever a ^ b ¼ 0g:
It follows thatW is closed,FW ¼ BW, andS is convex closed in the Tychonoff cube ½0; 1A.
We further have (i) W S, (ii) oS 6W, and (iii) cl convW ¼FW$S, whence some
states of A are not coherent in the sense of de Finetti.Proof. Since G is ﬁnite,W is a closed subset of ½0; 1A. By Theorem 2.3, cl convW ¼FW.
By Theorem 4.2, FW ¼ BW. As an immediate consequence of its deﬁnition, S is convex
and closed. If h 2W and a ^ b ¼ 0, then 0 ¼ hða ^ bÞ ¼ minfhðaÞ; hðbÞg whence
hða _ bÞ ¼ maxfhðaÞ; hðbÞg ¼ hðaÞ þ hðbÞ, so h 2 S. This settles (i).
To prove (ii), deﬁne r : A! ½0; 1 by
rðaÞ ¼ 1 if a ¼ 1;
0 otherwise:

Then r 2S, because A is a chain. Suppose r ¼ k1r1 þ k2r2, where r1; r2 2S and 0 < k1,
k2 < 1, k1 þ k2 ¼ 1. Then for every 1 6¼ a 2 A, 0 ¼ rðaÞ ¼ k1r1ðaÞ þ k2r2ðaÞ whence
r1ðaÞ ¼ r2ðaÞ ¼ rðaÞ ¼ 0, and so r1 ¼ r2 ¼ r. This shows that r is extremal, r 2 oS. Since
G satisﬁes the equation x ^ ðx ! 0Þ ¼ 0 then so does A 2 HSP ðGÞ; moreover, since A is lin-
early ordered, every a 2 A satisﬁes the condition
if a 6¼ 0 then a! 0 ¼ 0: ð8Þ
It follows that s is not an element ofW, because for every a 2 A with 0 < a < 1 we have
rða! 0Þ ¼ rð0Þ ¼ 0 6¼ 1 ¼ 0! 0 ¼ rðaÞ ! rð0Þ. Hence oS 6W, and (ii) is settled.
Finally, to prove (iii), since S is closed and convex, we have the inclusion
clconvW S. The converse inclusion does not hold: for otherwise, by [10, 5.21], from
clconvW ¼S ¼ cl convoS together with our assumption thatW is closed, we would get
oS W, contradicting (ii). h
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connective. The following partial converse of Corollary 4.3 applies to these logics:
Theorem 4.6. Equip the unit interval ½0; 1 with a set X of operations, denote by ½0; 1X the
resulting algebra and let HSP ð½0; 1XÞ be the equational class generated by ½0; 1X. Suppose X
contains a noncontinuous operation w : ½0; 1n ! ½0; 1. For each m ¼ n; nþ 1; . . . let Fm be
the free algebra in HSP ð½0; 1XÞ over the free generating set fn1; . . . ; nmg. Then the set
W ¼ homðF m; ½0; 1XÞ is not closed in the Tychonoff cube ½0; 1F m .Proof. We ﬁrst argue for m ¼ n. Let q :W!Wfn1; . . . ; nng be the restriction map. The
freeness of fn1; . . . ; nng means that every homomorphism of Fn into ½0; 1X is uniquely
determined by its values x1; . . . ; xn on fn1; . . . ; nng. It follows that q-1 is a one-one corre-
spondence of the n-cube ½0; 1n onto W. Suppose W closed (absurdum hypothesis). Let
w be the element of Fn given by wðn1; . . . ; nnÞ. Then the set W ¼Wfn1; . . . ; nn; wg is closed
in the ðnþ 1Þ-cube, because restriction maps are continuous. Now W is just the graph of w,
whence w is continuous, a contradiction.
For each m > n we can similarly prove that homðF m; ½0; 1XÞ is not closed: to this
purpose, we ﬁrstly canonically identify Fn with the subalgebra of Fm generated by
n1; . . . ; nn, and secondly, we extend every g 2 homðF n; ½0; 1XÞ to ~g 2 homðF m; ½0; 1XÞ, e.g.,
by sending to zero each free generator nnþ1; . . . ; nm of F m n F n. It follows that the
restriction map
h 2 homðF m; ½0; 1XÞ 7! hF n 2 homðF n; ½0; 1XÞ
is onto homðF n; ½0; 1XÞ. Having thus represented homðF n; ½0; 1XÞ as a nonclosed continu-
ous image of homðF m; ½0; 1XÞ, it follows from the ﬁrst part of the proof that
homðF m; ½0; 1XÞ is not closed. hRemark 4.7. In particular, the above result applies to every logic L, other than Łukas-
iewicz calculus, arising from a continuous t-norm , together with its adjoint residual
implication given by x!y ¼ supfzjz x 6 yg. As a matter of fact, the main result of
[14] states that any such implication ! is discontinuous, unless  coincides with Łukas-
iewicz conjunction . Examples of these t-norm based logics include Go¨del and product
logic [12,11].Example 4.8. Let ½0; 1^ denote the unit real interval equipped with the distinguished ele-
ment +0 and with the operations a _ b ¼ maxða; bÞ, a ^ b ¼ minða; bÞ, and a! b ¼ 1 if
a 6 b, and a! b ¼ b otherwise. Let HSP ð½0; 1^Þ be the equational class generated by
½0; 1^. For any A 2 HSP ð½0; 1^Þ by a ‘‘state’’ 1 of A we shall mean is a map
s : A! ½0; 1 such that sð0Þ ¼ 0, sð1Þ ¼ 1 and sðaÞ þ sða! bÞ ¼ sðbÞ þ sðb! aÞ for all
a; b 2 A. Let F2 be the free algebra in HSP ð½0; 1^Þ over the free generators n1; n2. Since
the operation !: ½0; 12 ! ½0; 1 is not continuous, from Theorem 4.6 it follows that the
set W ¼ homðF 2; ½0; 1^Þ  ½0; 1F 2 is not closed. Let S denote the set of all states of F2.1 The elements of HSPð½0; 1^Þ are known as Go¨del algebras. States as deﬁned here are also known as Bosbach
states of A.
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1=2þ ð1=2! 0Þ ¼ 1=2þ 0 ¼ 1=2, while hðn2Þ þ hðn2 ! n1Þ ¼ 0þ ð0! 1=2Þ ¼ 0þ 1 ¼
1. This shows that the states of F2 do not include all coherent maps in the sense of de
Finetti.5. A noncommutative extension of de Finetti coherence criterion
In this ﬁnal section we extend to noncommutative semantics the identity between de
Finetti maps and Borel states. We shall work in the framework of GMV-algebras [20]
(= pseudo MV-algebras [8]) and their states [5].
Deﬁnition 5.1. A GMV-algebra ðA;;;; 0; 1Þ is a monoid ðA;; 0Þ endowed with two
supplementary unary operations ; and a constant +1 satisfying the equations
x 1 ¼ 1 ¼ 1 x;
1 ¼ 0 ¼ 1;
ðx  yÞ ¼ ðx  yÞ;
x ðy  xÞ ¼ y  ðx yÞ ¼ ðy  xÞ  y ¼ ðx  yÞ  x;
ðx  yÞ  x ¼ y  ðx yÞ;
x ¼ x;
where the operation  is deﬁned by x y ¼ ðx  yÞ. Given a GMV-algebra
ðA;;;; 0; 1Þ, a mapping s : A! ½0; 1 is called a state if (i) sð1Þ ¼ 1 and (ii)
sða bÞ ¼ sðaÞ þ sðbÞ whenever a b ¼ 0.
When the  operation is commutative the two negations ;  coincide and the result-
ing GMV-algebra is an MV-algebra. Thus MV-algebras are a subclass of GMV-algebras.
In what follows, [0, 1] again stands for the standard MV-algebra.
Theorem 5.2. Let A be a GMV-algebra,W ¼ homðA; ½0; 1Þ andS be the set of states of A.
Then
(i) FW ¼S.
(ii) For any n-element set A0  A, a map b : A0 ! ½0; 1 is coherent over A0 iff it is extendible
to a state of A iff it is the restriction to A0 of a convex combination of at most n + 1
elements ofW.Proof. (i) By [5, 4.8] the states of A form a closed convex subsetS of ½0; 1A. From [5, 4.7]
we obtain oS ¼W.W is a closed set in the cube ½0; 1A because the MV-algebraic oper-
ations on ½0; 1 are continuous. By Proposition 3.1(i),S ¼FW. Condition (ii) now imme-
diately follows, as a consequence of Proposition 3.1(ii). hRemark 5.3. Dvurecˇenskij [5] originally deﬁned two elements a; b in a GMV-algebra A to
be ‘‘incompatible’’ if a 6 b, using the fact that every GMV-algebra bears a natural order-
ing given by a 6 b iff a  b ¼ 1. It easy to see that a 6 b is equivalent to a b ¼ 0.
Indeed, we have a 6 b iff a  b ¼ 1 iff a b ¼ ða  bÞ ¼ 0.
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the other hand, by [5, 5.5, 5.6], every linearly ordered GMV-algebra has a unique state,
and hence every subdirect product of linearly ordered GMV-algebras has a state.Proposition 5.4. Let A be a GMV-algebra having at least one state. Define the relation 	
on A by stipulating that a 	 b iff for all V 2W, V ðaÞ ¼ V ðbÞ. Then 	 is a congruence on A
and the quotient algebra A= 	 is an MV-algebra, whose state space is affinely homeomorphic
to that of A.Proof. Since valuations V 2W coincide with homomorphisms into the standard MV-
algebra ½0; 1, 	 is a congruence on A and A= 	 is a commutative GMV-algebra (i.e.,
an MV-algebra). Further, from S ¼ clconvW it follows that a 	 b iff for every s 2 S
sðaÞ ¼ sðbÞ. For each a 2 A, let [a] denote the 	 -equivalence class of a. For any state
s 2S let s^ : A= 	! ½0; 1 be deﬁned by s^ð½aÞ ¼ sðaÞ. Then s^ð½1Þ ¼ sð1Þ ¼ 1. Also, if
½a  ½b ¼ ½0, then sða bÞ ¼ sð0Þ ¼ 0. From the identity sða bÞ þ sða bÞ ¼
sðaÞ þ sðbÞ; (which holds for all states of all GMV-algebras [5, 4.1]), it follows that
s^ð½a  ½bÞ ¼ s^ð½a bÞ ¼ sða bÞ ¼ sðaÞ þ sðbÞ. Hence s^ is a state of the MV-algebra
A= 	.
Conversely, let m denote the quotient homomorphism a 7!½a of A onto A= 	. Given a
state t of A= 	, the composite map m  t : A ! ½0; 1 is a state of A. Indeed, ðm  tÞð1Þ ¼
tð½1Þ ¼ 1, and whenever a b ¼ 0, then ½a  ½b ¼ ½0, whence ðm  tÞða bÞ ¼
tð½a bÞ ¼ tð½a  ½bÞ ¼ tð½aÞ þ tð½bÞ ¼ ðm  tÞðaÞ þ ðm  tÞðbÞ. Trivially, s ¼ m  s^ for
every state s of A, and t ¼ dm  t for every state t of A= 	. Since the one-one correspondence
s$ s^ preserves convex combinations as well as limits of nets, it is an afﬁne homeomor-
phism of the state space of A onto the state space of A= 	. hProposition 5.5. Let B be an MV-algebra,W ¼ homðB; ½0; 1Þ and S the set of states of B.
Then S ¼ BW ¼FW.Proof. Let D be the MV-algebra of all continuous ½0; 1-valued functions over the compact
Hausdorff spaceW. The proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that every Borel state ofW is the
restriction to ~B ¼ ffbjb 2 Bg of some state of the subalgebra of D generated by ~B. Now
apply Theorem 3.2. hCorollary 5.6. Let S be the set of states of a GMV-algebra A, and define
W ¼ homðA; ½0; 1Þ. Then S ¼ BW ¼FW.Proof. An ideal of A is a nonempty order-ideal I which is closed under . A normal ideal
is an ideal I with the property that a I ¼ I  a for all a 2 A. The normal ideals are pre-
cisely the congruence kernels, [8]. As proved in [5, 4.3, 4.6, 4.7], a state s of A is a homo-
morphism of A into the standard MV-algebra ½0; 1 iff its kernel J is a normal maximal
ideal (in the sense that J is a normal ideal which simultaneously is maximal among all ide-
als of A), and every normal maximal ideal is the kernel of a unique homomorphism of A
into ½0; 1. Adopting the notation of Proposition 5.4, it follows that A has a state iff it has a
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where RðAÞ denotes the intersection of all normal maximal ideals. By Proposition 5.5,
states of A= 	 coincide with Borel states of W. Furthermore, the proof of Proposition
5.4 shows that states of A uniquely arise from states of A= 	. Identifying valuations of
A and those of A= 	, for every state s of A there exists a probability measure l onW such
that sðaÞ ¼ R
W
faðV ÞdlðV Þ for all a 2 A. The proof is complete. hAcknowledgement
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